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Abstract 
Due to the increasing development of computer systems and information networks, power grids 

should change extensively too. Nowadays, substantial movement has begun to implement the Smart Grid 
industry around the world. Since with the creation of smart electricity grids, it is possible to access the 
internal network from the external spaces, it is also necessary to protect information and data against 
unauthorized access. Therefore, a firewall should be used for information security. The firewall based on 
existing security regulations, decides which data is incoming to the network or going out of the network. 
Considering the discussions of passive defense topics at the national level and also the high importance of 
information security in Smart Grids, in this paper, in addition to examining the Firewalls, its advantages and 
disadvantages are also stated. Although the firewall has a major role in establishing security, and its 
installation and appropriate configuration can only be one of the primary activities in this field, we should 
also take advantage of other security mechanisms to enhance the security of the Smart Grid. 
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1. Introduction  

Nowadays, an extensive movement has begun to implement the Smart Grid industry, 
whereby old networks are being replaced by Smart Grids around the world and modernization of 
the current electrical grid is of main concern with many electricity companies in the world. Smart 
Grids, based on the use of effective communication technologies between smart components, 
have an important role in operational efficiency, cost savings, and reliability improvement, since 
the intelligence of smart grid is built based on information exchange across the power grid [1-6]. 

Certainly, achieving the goals of these networks without proper communication 
infrastructures is not possible. As stated in [7] a smarter grid equipped with intelligent devices 
cannot survive if the communication infrastructure is insecure and vulnerable. In general, 
communication and information exchange systems used in the Smart Grids should have 
characteristics such as: reliability, high longevity, low maintenance, high compatibility between 
different manufacturers' products using standard protocols, low prices, low installation costs, low 
power consumption, and for sure high information security [8-9]. Connection to 
telecommunications and computer networks, whether through a local network or via a phone 
line, allows external users to access the internal network. For this reason, information and data 
protection against any unauthorized access is required. Generally a computer network is 
exposed to four types of attacks: interruption, eavesdropping, data manipulation and adding 
information [10-11]. Very similar to these, security issues for Smart Grids are classified into four 
categories: jamming, eavesdropping by nodes outside the network, eavesdropping by malicious 
nodes inside the network and launching security attacks by nodes in the network [2].  

Information security of computer networks against these attacks is an undeniable 
necessity in Smart Grids. Today, discussing the issue of information security is felt to be more 
essential than ever, because both human and non-human factors have a defined position in the 
engineering of information security [12-14]. 

A firewall is one of the indispensable elements of the system’s engineering for 
information security and using it has become an inevitable necessity for information security in 
the Smart Grid. Firewalls are located in different places of the connection in order to secure and 
manage incoming and outgoing traffic. The system administrator sets the rules of the firewall 
according to desired security level. Firewalls, depending on their types, provide possible ways 
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for traffic management based on indicators such as: traffic type, sender addresses and ports, 
receiver addresses and ports, conditions and connection state, etc... 

Generally, safety and security of the information in a Smart Grid can be achieved in two 
ways:  

• Using a firewall for supervising information and accesses.  

• Data encryption, so that even if someone gets the data, they cannot use and take benefit of 
their contents. 

But as it was stated in [15], the lack of a standardized encryption scheme between 
system components opens the door to integrity concerns and insider threats. In this paper, 
structure of firewalls and their advantages and disadvantages are discussed. 

 
 

2. Firewall 
A firewall is a system which is located between the users of a local network and 

external networks. In addition to access control, firewall monitors the arrival and departure of 
information at all levels. In fact, firewall is a hard dam that is placed between a number of 
valuable assets from one side and a communications series on the other side. It should be 
noted that a firewall is not used to isolate the different network in an organization or different 
groups in an organization. The information is not secure in organizations and agencies whose 
information is accessible to all individuals in their internal network. Practically, the Firewall traps 
information packets inside and outside networks, analyzes them, and then lets them enter or 
exit, or just takes them out of the way. Firewalls are a subsystem of computer software and 
hardware that prevent entering or exiting malicious data. These firewalls are the parts that 
decide which data enters the network or exits within the network, based on security policy. Also, 
firewalls may have some security commands that change the content of packets with a specific 
procedure before sending them [16-17]. 
 
 

 
 

Figure 1. Network model for Smart Grid 
 
 

Basically, networks based on the modes of security and security level can be divided 
logically into three categories: 1- Public Networks, 2- Semi-Private networks, 3- Private 
networks [18]. By this categorizing, the public network is the external network of an organization 
or a company, internet is an obvious example for this type of networks. In such a network, 
practical security is minimal and security mechanisms are carried out based on external 
systems (for example, the service provider's systems). A semi-private network is the part of the 
network that needs to access the network of the organization from outside (the public network 
side). For example, the web server of the organization in which the organization portal is placed. 
This part of the network is also called “Demilitarized Zone (DMZ)” (on firewall ports usually 
indicated with this name). This part of organizations has a medium security level. Maximum 
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level of security is in Private networks, which includes an internal network that is accessible only 
from inside the organization [19-20]. 

 
 

3. Efficient Factors in Selecting a Strong Firewall 
Important attributes of a strong firewall for a secure network are: 

 
3.1. Registration and Notification Capabilities 

Event registration is one of the important features of a firewall and it allows Smart Grid 
administrators to control the hacker attacks. Also, the network manager can handle traffic 
generated by authorized users with the help of the recorded information. In a proper way of 
record, Smart Grid administrators can easily access the critical data. In addition to data 
recording, a good firewall should be able to inform the Smart Grid manager of critical situations 
by sending him a warning [21-22]. 
 
3.2. Visiting High Volume of Data Packets 

One of the capabilities of the firewall is the ability of viewing a high volume of packets 
without dramatically reducing the efficiency of the Smart Grid. The volume of data that a firewall 
can handle differs for different networks, but a firewall, certainly, should not become a 
bottleneck in its protected network. Several factors are involved in the speed of information 
processing by the firewall. Most restrictions on the effectiveness of firewall are imposed by 
processor speed and optimization of software code. Interface cards which are installed in the 
firewall could be another source of restrictions. The firewall which shares some of its tasks, such 
as warnings, URL based access control and log revision, with other software has enhanced 
speed and efficiency [22]. 
 
3.3. Configuration Ease 

Generally, configuration ease includes abilities like firewall quick setup and quick error 
and diagnostic view. Indeed, many of the security problems which occur in Smart Grids are due 
to the incorrect configuration of the firewall. Fast and simple configuration of a firewall reduces 
errors. For example, the graphical representation ability of the network architecture or a tool that 
can indicate security policies in the configuration, is very important for a firewall [23]. 
 
3.4. Selecting the Installation Location of Firewalls 

Like selecting the appropriate type of firewall and its full configuration, selecting the 
appropriate installation location is also particularly important. Some tips that should be 
considered for finding a suitable location to install a firewall include: 
 
3.4.1. Installation Location from Topological Point of View 

It usually seems fine to install firewall in the Input/ Output port of a private network. This 
contributes to creating the best security cover for private network with the help of firewall from 
one side and isolation of the private network from the public network on the other side [24]. 

 
3.4.2. Accessibility and Security Areas 

If there are servers which should be accessible to the public network, it would be better 
to put them after the firewall and in the DMZ area. Placing these servers in the private network 
and setting the firewall to allow external users to access these servers is equal to hacking the 
internal network because you yourself have opened the way for hackers in the firewall. On the 
other hand, by using the DMZ area, accessible servers for the public network are physically 
isolated from the private network; thus if hackers would be somehow able to penetrate to these 
servers, the firewall is still ahead [25]. 
 
3.5. Asymmetrical Routing 

Most of the modern firewalls try to save information about the different connections 
through which the internal network has been connected to the public network. This information 
contributes to the entrance only of the allowed information packets to the private network. As a 
result, it is very important for the input and output gate for all of the information to/from a private 
network pass through a firewall [22]. 
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3.6. Layered Firewalls 
In networks with a high degree of security, it is better to use two or more firewalls along 

the way. If the first firewall faces a problem, the second firewall continues the work. It is usually 
more beneficial if we use two or more firewalls from different companies. In this way, if there is 
some software bug or a security hole in one of them, others would be able to provide the 
network security. Figure 2 shows an example of firewall configuration and architecture in the 
Smart Grid [24]. 
 
 

 
 

Figure 2. An example of firewall architectures in Smart Grid 
 
 
4. Firewall Security Policies 

A firewall protects the network against undesired traffic and other persons penetrating 
the computers. The primary functions of a firewall is letting “good traffic” to pass and blocking 
“bad traffic”. A set of firewall rules is also known as security policy. The security policy of a 
network is a finite set of security rules that is defined in one of the firewall layers due to their 
nature: 

• The rules determining blocked packages (black package) in the first layer of firewall 

• The rules closing some ports belonging to services such Telnet or FTP in the second layer 

• The rules analyzing header of an email or web page in the third layer 

 
4.1. The First Layer of Firewall 

The first firewall layer works based on the analysis of the IP packet and its header 
fields. In the IP packet, the following fields are available for monitoring and evaluation [26]: 
1- Source address: Some machines inside or outside the network with a specific IP address 

cannot send packets and their packets are removed upon entering the firewall. 
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2- Destination address: Some machines inside or outside the network with a specific IP 
address cannot receive packets and their packets are removed upon entering the firewall. 
(Unauthorized IP addresses are defined by the firewall manager). 

3- Fragmented datagram ID (Identifier&Fragment Offset): packets that have been fragmented 
or belong to a particular datagram should be removed. 

4- Protocol number: packets which belong to a particular higher protocol layer should be 
removed. I.e. checking which protocol the packet is belonged to and whether it is legal to 
deliver packet to this protocol or not. 

5- Packet lifetime: The packets which have passed more than a certain number of routers are 
suspicious and they should be removed. 

6- Other fields could be reviewed based on security rules of firewall manager. 
The main feature of the first firewall layer is that, in this layer, packets are examined 

separately and independently and there is no need to keep previous or future packets. For this 
reason, the simplest and fastest decision-making is done at this layer. Nowadays, some routers 
are released with the first firewall layer, which means besides routing, they act as the first 
firewall layer and are called “Packet Filtering Routers”. So, prior to routing, the router filters IP 
packets based on a table. Setting this table is done according to the network manager and 
some security rules. 

Due to the high speed of this layer, since the percentage of security rules in this layer is 
more precise and more stringent, processing volume at higher layers is lower and the 
penetration possibility is lower too. But, in practice, for a billion diverse IP addresses, it would be 
possible to penetrate through this layer with spoofed addresses and this weakness should be 
compensated in the higher layers. 

Using the techniques of this layer, the eavesdropping in Smart Grid wireless 
communications could be totally blocked [27]. 
 
 

 
 

Figure 3. The structure of firewall layers 
 
 

4.2. The Second Layer of Firewall 
 In this layer, header fields of the transport layer are used to analyze the packet. The 

most popular fields of transport layer packets to be inspected in the firewall are: 
1- Port number of origin and destination process: Since the standard ports are known, the 

firewall manager may want the FTP service to be accessible only in the LAN environment 
and external machines would not have such accessibility. Thus, the firewall can remove 
FTP-related TCP packets that want to enter/exit to/from the network. 
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2- Number field and acknowledgment field: These two fields also could be used based on the 
rules defined by the Smart Grid manager. 

3- Control codes (TCP code Bits): By checking these codes, Firewall perceives the nature of 
the packet and applies necessary policies for it. The one of the most important features of 
this layer is that all TCP connection requests must pass through this layer and since, in the 
TCP connection, data transfer is not possible until the completion of its three steps, the 
firewall can prevent any unauthorized connection prior to any data exchange. In other 
words, the firewall can check TCP connection requests before submission to the destination 
machine and block communication if it is not reliable. The firewall of this layer needs a table 
of unauthorized port numbers. 

 
4.3. The Third Layer of Firewall 

In this layer, protection is done based on the type of service and application. In other 
words, it analyzes the data considering the protocol in the fourth layer. The numbers of headers 
in this layer are very diverse depending on the type of service. So, in the third firewall layer, a 
series of unique processing and security rules should be defined for each service (such as Web, 
email, etc.) and this cause increase size and complexity of process in the third layer. In order to 
decrease the burden of the third layer, it is strongly advised to block all unnecessary services 
and unused port numbers in the second layer. 

For example, suppose a financial institution sets up its email service, but there are 
concerns about the disclosure of confidential information. In this case, the third firewall layer can 
contribute by blocking certain email addresses, and also can search for some sensitive 
keywords in text of unencrypted letters, and can eliminate encrypted texts if it is not able to 
decrypt them [28]. 

 
 

5. Key Points of Firewall Security in Smart Grids 
Firewall security is one of the dominant points in a secure network. A firewall that 

cannot provide its own security definitely will let hackers and attackers enter other parts of the 
network. Two-part firewall security provides a secure firewall and network: 
 
5.1. Firewall’s Operating System Security 

In the security of the Smart Grid, a key issue that must be addressed is the balance 
between the benefits of enhanced communications in the smart grid and the privacy of 
homeowners [7]. 

If the firewall software is working on a separate operating system, security weak points 
of the operating system can be considered as firewall weak points as well. Therefore, the 
security and stability of the operating system and updating it, is one of the important points in 
firewall security. 
 
5.2. Firewall’s Secure Access for Network Administrators 

In a firewall, specific security mechanisms should be considered for access of network 
administrators. These methods can use encryption with appropriate methods to identify the 
user, in order to properly face hackers. 

 
 

6. Conclusions 
Smart Grids without a firewall, are vulnerable against a wide set of malicious programs. 

Therefore, if the precautions and necessary protections have not been done in the Smart Grid, 
subversion or misuse of the information network would be likely to occur. By using Firewalls, we 
can create an appropriate security level to mitigate threats. But, all of the Smart Grid's security 
should not be limited to firewalls and other facilities or specific security policies should be used 
as well. So, it is concluded that firewalls are only one of the primary steps in Smart Grid’s 
security. Using cryptographic algorithms, updating system antivirus and updating system 
software, such as operating systems, browsers, etc. are some of the necessary steps in 
creating cyber-security in the Smart Grids. 
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